INCREASED ROI

Save hours of data entry every month through increased efficiency. Our solution will accumulate all transactions charges for each resident during the month and will be sent to your billing application.

Single set of resident profiles eliminates the need to enter information multiple times.

Ability to capture ancillary charges for services and items increasing the community’s ability to generate additional sources of revenue as well as the opportunity of additional offerings to the communities residents and guests.
**Flexibility and Versatility**

Our Point of Sale allows you to design and configure a solution that best fits your needs today and in the future.

Capture charges by resident and combine them into the proper billing function. Our application can handle multiple meal plans, flex-spending, declining dollars, meal counts, etc.

Add multiple plans for recurring charges for services like housekeeping, pet sitting and dry cleaning among others.

With multiple operating uses you can use the system throughout your entire communities offerings such as restaurants, quick-service restaurants, table side service, beauty salons, cafes and gift shops.

Menu management is easy. Menu changes can be made by shift, daily, weekly, monthly or seasonally. There is no limit to the number of menu times.

**Multiple payment options:**

Credit cards, Checks, Department Charges, Gift Cards, Coupons, Direct Bill to Residents, Meal Plans, Cash

**Increased customer satisfaction**

Reduce errors and increase customer service.

Residents can easily view real-time balances of their meal plans with self-serve kiosks, freeing staff to better serve residents.

Order accuracy and efficiency increased with easy to read kitchen tickets.

Improved customer service with seating assignments that show resident's name, photo and seat location at the table for accurate food delivery.

Special dietary needs and food allergies printable for each resident on kitchen tickets.

Residents and employees can use multiple ways for identification such as card swipe, FOB reader, PIN or resident and employee number.
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**Point-of-Sale Feature Highlights**

- Full Serve Kiosks
- Tablet ready
- Remote kitchen printing
- Kitchen Display Systems (KDS)
- Bar Code Scanners
- Magnetic Stripe Card and proximity card readers
- Reservations
- Banquet Event Order (BEO) capabilities
- To-go orders
- Delivery
- Enhances discount and surcharge functionality
- HIPAA compliant
- Extensive financial and sales reporting
- Training Mode

---

**MatrixCare | Point of Sale**

10900 Hampshire Avenue South, Suite 100
Bloomington, MN 55438

**Call 561.447.7111 to Learn More — or visit matrixcare.com**

**About MatrixCare**

MatrixCare solutions have powered the long-term care continuum for over 30 years. MatrixCare is the industry leading, cloud-based EHR solution designed to help LTPAC and senior living providers maximize revenues, maintain high occupancy, reduce readmissions, and integrate with partners across the continuum of care.